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Data types 

In BIOMED an extensive dataset will be generated (including 16s sequencing and 
metagenomic sequencing and in vitro and in vivo results, in total approximately 10 
terabyte). Data includes data from animal and plant in vitro and in vivo studies 
generated digital data (observations). Physical data include biological material (plant 

tissues, mouse tissues, DNA/RNA samples, etc.) and lab book paper notes.  

In CMK, extensive DNA and/or RNA next-gen sequencing datasets will be generated, 
including taxonomic marker gene datasets and DNA shotgun libraries from 
rhizosphere, root, shoot, fruit and seed tissues.  Besides we collect metadata about 
growth parameters and environmental conditions, and metabolite datasets. We also 
write R scripts, or bash scripts. 

In DSI, evaluation of statistical methods on multiple simulated datasets (using pseudo 
random generators) is required. We will generate R and Python script code, for which 
we provide a seed for full reproducibility. The methods will be illustrated on real, but 
published microbiome datasets (thus these datasets are publicly available), and the 
microbiome data generated by BIOMED and CMK. The size of the simulated datasets 
will range between 20 and 2000. Furthermore, brainstorm material, audio recordings 

and images captured during workshops, evaluation forms and interviews off 
investigators and research participants will be stored as well. 
 
Data formats 

Data generated in BIOMED will take the form of image files, graphs, data tables, 
spread sheets (Excel sheets, graphpad, and R files) and word files (protocols and 
manuscripts). Manually scored experiments will be stored in .csv. which allows for 
import in analysis software at any time. Digital data include mouse disease scores 
(.csv/.xlsx), quantifications of pathological/immunological parameters (.csv/.xlsx and 
.fcs), immunohistochemical stainings (.tiff), recordings, lab book (.txt/.docx), flow 
cytometric data (.csv files, which allows for import in analysis software at any time) 
etc. The total volume of data expected is around 10 TB.  Details are given in the table 
1 below. 

The data generated in CMK takes the following formats: 

- NGS-seq data: fastq.gz 
- Metadata: excel, csv, txt, word 
- Results are presented in powerpoint slides 
- Data analyses scripts are in Rmd format, using the software package R 
- Scripts submitted to the VSC cluster in .pbs 
- Images from the SEM, confocal and fluorescence microscope: in tiff, jpeg or 

RAW 
- Metabolomics data: pdf chromatograms, excel 
- Bacteria database in ms access 



All data is digitalised. Records taken in the greenhouse in the lab notebook are 
transferred the same day to electronic documents, shared via google drive. All the 
data types together listed above are expected to take up a few 100 Gb in space.   

Data produced by DSI will take the form of code scripts (R, Python, HTML, JS, CSS), 
brainstorm material (e.g. post-its), audio recordings (mp3) and images (jpeg or png) 
captured during workshops (personal data); evaluation forms (Google Forms) and 
interviews off investigators and research participants (personal data, possibly multiple 
files per person due to iterative process stored as mp3 audio recordings). 
 

Personal data 

No personal data will be used in BIOMED and CMK.  

In DSI, personal data will be collected for work package 3 (Jan Aerts) in the form of 
brainstorm material, evaluation forms and interviews. Therefore, permission to collect, 
process, archive and share data will be sought from participants via informed consent 
forms. Files containing personal data will be stored in access-controlled folders on the 
university Google drive (with access restricted to project team members) to protect 
privacy. As stated in the consent forms, only deidentified data files will be shared more 
broadly and archived for the longer term. Deidentified data files will include 
anonymized transcripts of audio and video recordings, and blurred pictures and 

screenshot of people and intellectual content. 

 
Ethical issues 

This project involves work with animals (BIOMED) for which an application is approved 
by the Ethics Committees (Ethische commissie Dierproeven UHasselt: In vivo 
experiments (ID201618)). Future applications will be submitted on time of the foreseen 
timetable regarding the different workpackages from the application. 
 
Restrictions 

A long-term innovation potential of this project is to establish novel 
compounds/metabolites/bacteria and immune modulatory mechanism that could be 
explored for impacting immunotherapy. Therefore, open access to the research data 
produced by BIOMED is not possible because this impairs the opportunity for patent 
protection, meaning that research data can only be shared under restrictions: after we 
filed disclosure with the Tech Transfer Office of our institute or after a license 
agreement. 
 
In CMK, restrictions will be held on novel bacterial strains that can be used for 
bioaugmentation in crop protection. These bacteria can be licensed under MTA, NDA 
to companies for testing (Business developer and Tech Transfer Office) 
 
Documentation and metadata 

A database describing the collected relevant data by BIOMED and storage place of 
the physical samples will be created. In addition, we will use open format files and a 

consistent folder structure and file naming is applied. Moreover, experimental 
protocols and lab book notes remain available with the PI of the project. In this way, 



the collected data can be re-analysed or re-used after this research project. UHasselt 

is currently working on setting up such a long-term repository in which research data 
will be archived together with descriptive metadata, which allows for potential future 
use. For now, data will be saved according to the experiment/technique. 
 
In CMK, a Google drive folder with different subfolders for each WP will be created, 
containing extensive documentation of all performed experiments in protocol folder 
per WP folder containing all details of the experimental setup, harvests etc.. Statistics 
and scripts will be stored in the script folder, results in results folder. Furthermore, a 
Google sheets project planner with daily schedules and listing which lab technician 
worked on which experiment, when, and with links to the protocols will be used. For 
depositing seq data and metadata we will follow the MIxS checklist 
(https://gensc.org/mixs/). 
 
In DSI, the intended research requires evaluation of statistical methods on multiple 
simulated datasets (using pseudo random generators). We will make use of R 
software and provide a seed for full reproducibility. The full code and description will 
become available in published papers, but will also be documented in the 
Github/Gitlab repository of the primary researcher. As such, it will become part of the 
R package to be created for all developed methodology. The real datasets (not 
generated by CMK or BIOMED) will be collected from published papers or from public 
repositories. With these datasets there are no issues of keeping the data on local 
computers during and after the course of this project. A full reference to the source of 
these data will be provided. The data will be accompanied by a detailed description of 
the data itself, as well as how to use/read it, who collaborated on it, when and how 
(methods) it was established, and how to access it, according to Dublin Core 

standards. 
 
Data storage and backup 

Data will be stored on the Google Drive, since UHasselt provides unlimited storage 

space. Google File Stream automatically creates a backup in a personal Google Drive 
account of Hasselt University. The data will be stored on password protected personal 

Google Drive (myDrive) or shared Drive of Hasselt University. Furthermore, whenever 

data involves personal information, several high security measurements such as 
encryption, anonymization/pseudonymization will be applied.  
 
Data Prevention 

All data generated by BIOMED and CMK will be retained up to 5 years after the end 
of the project. To preserve digital data after this research, all will be stored on Google 
Drive platform of Hasselt University. Physical samples will be stored at the appropriate 

temperature for long-term storage (e.g. -80°C freezers …). Simulated data within DSI 
will not be stored, but all necessary information will be stored in a secured file to ensure 

reproduction of the data. These files will become part of the Supplementary Material 

of the manuscripts submitted to journals and/or will be stored on a publicly available 
Github folder. Personal data (raw data) will be removed after expiration of the project. 

Notes and anonymized transcripts of the personal data can be kept in the cloud, 
 
Data sharing 

https://gensc.org/mixs/


Within BIOMED and CMK, all data that do not impair a possible patent protection will 

be shared upon request by email. If we want to apply for a patent, some of the data 
cannot be shared until we filed disclosure with the Tech Transfer Office of our institute 
or after a license agreement. Collaborators of the project will be able to access the 
data under conditions that they keep the results confidential. 
 
In DSI all data are and will be publicly available in an Open Access repository or upon 

request by email. The data will be made available upon publication of the research 
results. 
Personal data will be shared using anonymized transcripts (stored in a separate read 
only folder). Computer visualizations will be made publicly available in a public 
GitHub/GitLab repository. Datasets shared using online repositories will be licensed 

using Creative Commons, and get assigned a persistent identifier for easy access. 
 
Responsibilities 

The responsible researcher/experiment leader who executes the project within 
BIOMED will be responsible for the data documentation & metadata, and for data 
storage & back up during the project. The principal investigator, Prof. Dr. Markus 
Kleinewietfeld will be responsible for ensuring data preservation and sharing. 
 
The responsible researcher/experiment leader who executes the project within CMK 
will be responsible for the data documentation & metadata, and for data storage & 
back up during the project. The principal investigator, Prof. dr. Jaco Vangronsveld will 
be responsible for ensuring data preservation and sharing. 
 
In DSI, the principal investigators and PhD students will be responsible for the data 
documentation & metadata, and for data storage & back up during the project. The 
principal investigators, Prof. dr. Olivier Thas, Prof. dr. Ziv Shkedy and Prof. dr. ir. Jan 
Aerts will be responsible for ensuring data preservation and sharing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 

Table 1: data formats used in BIOMED. 

Description  Format Digital/physic
al 

Size (Gb) 

16S Sequencing (raw data) .txt/.csv/.biom/.fastq/.x
lsx 

Digital 300-400 Gb 

Shotgun metagenomic Sequencing .fastq/.biom/ Digital 6000-8000 Gb 

18S/ITS Sequencing (raw data) .txt/.csv/.biom/.fastq/.x
lsx 

Digital 300-600 Gb 

Metabolomic ./biom/.txt/.csv/.xlsx Digital 100-120 Gb 

Lab book notes On paper physical  

Mouse, plant biological material  physical  

Mouse disease scores .txt/.xlsx/.csv Digital 5 Gb 

Quantifications of 
pathological/immunological 
parameters (raw data) 

.txt/.xlsx/.csv Digital 5-10 Gb 

Metadata and lab notes .doc/.xlsx/.txt/.csv Digital 5 Gb 

Data 
visualization 

16S alpha diversity .tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 10 Gb 

16S beta diversity .tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 10 Gb 

16S taxonomic 
analysis 

.tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 20 Gb 

18S alpha diversity .tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 10 Gb 

18S beta diversity .tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 10 Gb 

18S taxonomic 
analysis 

.tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 30 Gb 

Metabolic pathways 
maps (KEGG ID, EC, 
MetaCyc pathways) 

.tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf/.bio
m 

Digital 30 Gb 

R scripts + 16S/18S 
processed data 

.r/ .RData/. RDS Digital 100-120 Gb 

Immunological data 
analysis + processed 
data 

.fcs/.txt/.xlsx Digital 50-100 Gb 

Flow cytometric 
data analysis 

.txt/.csv Digital 5 Gb 

immunohistochemi
cal stainings 

.tiff/.jpeg/.png/.pdf Digital 10-20 Gb 

Total    ≈ 10 TB 

 


